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 Issue 69 JUNE 2020 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS: 

1st. PRIZE - 2 Cubic Metres Firewood (Delivered) 

'Coops Kids' 

2nd. PRIZE - 6 Bottles of Wine 

Geoff Cooper 

After many hours of work by our staff and volunteers, the Pro-Shop is now well and truly open for business with all 

your golfing needs and delicious snacks to keep you going.  Call in and see Dom, Wendy or Arch for all your  

bookings, and requirements. 
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MANAGER’S REPORT JUNE 2020  

Jeff Graham 

Hello Members, 

Hope you're enjoying being back playing, the numbers for golf have been 

through the roof which is really encouraging.  Not only are members utilising 

the course, but green fee players and new members are beating a path to our 

door.  Even the bowlers are back into it with Mondays and Thursdays proving popular. 
 

Golf Shop Update: 
At the time of writing, we are one week into managing the golf shop.  We wished Wayne 

and Lena farewell with a members signed card, gift and 12 months honorary membership 

for both.  We truly hope they get to enjoy their retirement sailing the seas and trust they will 

stay involved as members in the future. 

The first week was certainly hectic, not a typical 'July' week with the minimum number  

of players on any one day 76!  Our new casual staff, Wendy Bentley and David “Arch” 

Archibald performed very well despite the steep learning curve.  

We have also setup a number of volunteer groups, one for baking the goodies in the display 

fridge (who meet and bake Mondays) and the other to collect range balls and wash golf 

carts (performed three times per week).  

If you would like to join the 'Bakers Group' or the 'Range/Cart Group' let me know and I 

will put you in contact with the group organisers. 

We still have quite a bit to do in the shop, the kitchenette area, noticeboards and flooring 

still need work.  We also have a lot more stock to put on the floor, COVID has delayed 

some of the deliveries but by the end of July we expect to be 100% operational. 
 

Irrigation Upgrade Update: 
As conveyed last month, the Club was successful in its application for a Federal grant to  

assist with the cost to upgrade the irrigation system.  A number of members have since  

enquired when and how the works will progress so we have provided bullet points of the 

key items and timelines: 
•The total cost of the project is quoted to be $302,430. The Federal Grant will cover a 

maximum of $146,215 and the Club will fund the remaining  $156,215.  

 The Federal government will reimburse the Club meaning we pay for the works and 

then raise an invoice for the incurred expense, (based on milestone achievements 

throughout the project). 
•At this stage, we are negotiating with AusIndustry (the Federal agency charged with 

managing the project for the Federal Government) on the specifics of the agreement 

including the works and financial milestone timelines.  We have until early August to 

enter into the agreement which will coincide with the commencement of the project.  
•Part of the first Milestone is the procurement of an Irrigation Installer.  As part of the 

initial application for the grant, the Club was required to submit a preferred installer 

quotation with the grant application.  Over a twelve month period the Club worked 

closely with two experienced installers which included formal system reports, draft 

irrigation designs and half a dozen site visits.  As part of the upcoming procurement 

process, we will shortly advertise in the local area for expressions of interest from  

 local installers to add to our current preferred supplier. We will then appoint the  

 installer who best fits the Club's criteria of installing a world class golf course  

 irrigation system upgrade. 
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MANAGER’S REPORT JUNE 2020 (cont.) 

 

•Subject to the agreement and the appointment of an installer, the turning of turf will be 

spread out over the 20-21 summer, 2021 Autumn and 2021 Winter.  A number of the 

components of the works can not be performed during irrigation season because we 

need the irrigation system.  The green side ring-mains and new sprinkler heads will 

be upgraded in the late Autumn, Winter and early Spring next year.  

 The satellite station conversion from hydraulic to electric and the Central Computer 

System will be performed over the coming summer. 
•We anticipate the system will be ready for use going into the 2021-22 irrigation season. 
 

COVID-19 Reminder: 
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 crisis has not passed and the latest Melbourne outbreak is 

concerning.  In East Gippsland we have been considerably insulated from the pandemic 

however we can not become complacent.  This is just a friendly reminder to observe the 

club’s conditions of use which include: 
•Do not arrive to the Clubhouse more than 10 minutes prior to your tee time (unless you 

plan on hitting a bucket of range balls). 
•Whilst playing golf, observe the social distancing regulations.  Do not touch the  

 flag-stick, continue to mark your own scorecard and maintain 1.5 metres at ALL 

TIMES. 
•Motorised Carts are single use only, unless the person you share with lives with you. 

•Please take advantage of the hand sanitiser in the Clubhouse and other strategically  

 positioned locations. 
•Abide by the floor markings in the Golf Shop and maintain the 1.5metres required  

 under social distancing.  
•We still accept cash, but prefer members use the tap and go EFTPOS function for  

 payments. 

Also, 

The COM are currently considering restrictions on visiting players from lock-down post-

codes, we will shortly advise of the policy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mattportelliallabilitiesgolfcoaching.setmore.com/ 

Just a reminder that Matt Portelli is available 

for lessons on some Saturday Mornings  

between 8am and 12pm.  

 

Bookings can be made directly with  

Matt on 0474 696 486  

or via his online webportal. 

Need some golf  Coaching? 

https://mattportelliallabilitiesgolfcoaching.setmore.com/
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT JUNE 2020  

Stephen Mann 

VALE   
Regretfully, we wish to advise that Doug Wingard, a past member, has passed away 
recently. John Hendy’s wife, Lorraine also passed away, as well as Monica Nordblom's 
husband Ruben.  On behalf of all members, we offer our deepest sympathy to their 
families and friends. 
 

CLUB OPENED AGAIN 
Unfortunately, due to the expansion in coronavirus cases in Melbourne, we are still very much  
restricted in opening our Clubhouse to members.  Our plan was to re-open mid-July under the current  
20-person maximum per enclosed space condition, but this now appears unlikely.   
If there are no further restriction changes to the East Gippsland region by mid-July, we will look at a  
re-opening date for limited Clubhouse access as soon as some operational continuity appears  
probable.  It's very frustrating for all, we appreciate your understanding during this trying time. 
 

PRO-RATA MEMBER FEE REFUNDS  
The matter of pro-rata subscription refunds for the time the Club was closed during the COVID 19  
restrictions has been raised.  The Committee has received conflicting information in regard to the  
matter.  Golf Australia have provided all Clubs with legal advice on several occasions that Club’s do 
not have a responsibility to refund fees, whilst information from the ACCC and Consumer Affairs  
Victoria says otherwise. 
The Committee of Management has decided on the following – 
• Members can apply to management for a pro-rata refund of their 2019-2020 Membership fees 

    or 
• Members may choose not to request a refund and therefore assist the Club manage the future  

    implication of the virus. 
We ask those members not financially affected to consider not requesting a refund and treating same 
as a donation to the Club.  Although we have survived the crisis up to date, the next twelve months 
will prove to be more financially challenging than the last three months. 
We would also like to reaffirm that the Committee has decided not to raise Membership or competition 
fees for the 2020-2021 year in an attempt to reduce the financial impact of the crisis to members. 
We thank all of our members for their support in recent times and look forward to the continued  
support in the future.  Sincere thanks go to all of the members who have promptly paid their 2020-
2021 Membership fees which has assisted cash flow greatly. 
Members wishing to request a refund are asked to do so in writing, preferably via email to Jeff  
Graham at manager@bairnsdalegolf.com.au 
 

CLUBHOUSE WORKS 
We wish to sincerely thank all of the members who have assisted in preparing the Golf Shop to be 
transferred to a club operation. We are sure all members wish to thank those that have offered their 
time to complete the works and also those who have assisted the smooth transition from a contracted 
Golf professional operation to a club owned operation. Your great work has inspired us all. 
 

A huge welcome to our new staff namely Wendy Bentley and David Archibald who are now working in 
the Pro Shop.  They both have settled in very well and will be an asset to our Club. 
Thank you all for your terrific support. 
 

STEPHEN MANN (President) 
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LADY CAPTAIN’S REPORT JUNE 2020 

Sue Wood 

It is terrific to see such enthusiasm with everyone battling winter and out  

playing.  Unfortunately the nomads are stuck at home with the restrictions; 

however it makes for strong fields and a very friendly atmosphere given our 

strange circumstances. 

On that note, a big shout out to my Match Committee.  This dedicated crew is putting in an 

extraordinary effort to keep things running smoothly whilst we adapt to current day golf. 

Please thank them when you see them as starting an elongated field, entering all cards and 

working around clubhouse transformations has been a huge ask at times. 

I had the pleasure of playing with a new player, Pauline Bommer on the 24th in her very  

first 18 hole round.  And it was stroke!  It is a testament to the beginners program that she 

displayed such great course etiquette (thanks Trish and team) and whilst in the midst of a 

rather large number on the dreaded 4th hole, her determination and composure was a lesson 

to all.  Well done to the tenacious Pauline.  

June 3rd Stableford Results:  A Division Jo-Anne Mee (39), B Division Fran Mantell (35) 

and C Division Zetty Clark (37C/B). 

June 10th Stableford Results:  A Division Deb Brebner (35), B Division Marj Gleave  

(36C/B), C Division Glynis Bugeja (36). 

June 17th 4BBB Par Results: A Division Sandy Walker and Gwen Jackson (+6C/B),  

B Division Robyn Hooper and Fran Mantell (+8). 

June 24th Stroke (monthly medal) Results: Congratulations to our Medal winner Glynis 

Bugeja with a 68 nett. A Division Fiona Gray (70C/B), B Division Sue Brook (72),  

C Division Anne Crowe (71).  

All Medal presentations will be held off until such time as 

we can celebrate with and cheer on our winners. 

Sue Wood 

Lady Captain 

Shirley Walters with a great attempt  

at a hole-in-one! 

Gardens around the course are looking beautiful - a big thanks to those 

responsible for the upkeep! 
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CAPTAIN’S REPORT  JUNE 2020 

Marty Farrelly 

Thanks to Wayne and Lena for their service to the Golf Club over the 

past ten years.  Personally, I would like to thank Wayne for his advice 

on the Match Committee as well as his patience when dealing with a 

novice Captain.  I wish Wayne and Lena well and hopefully the Covid 

won’t spoil their dream of a sailing adventure.  
 

The Fred Morecroft Foursomes was held on the 20th 

of June.  Damian Tubb and Ashley Baylis won the day 

with net 70 but it was their gross score of 78 which 

made them Club Foursomes Champions for 2020.  
  

Peter Lacey won the June Thursday Medal and Bill 

Cooper won the Saturday Medal.  Both players 

scored net 67.  
 

The Knockout competitions are up and running and 

all competitors are reminded that match play com-

petitions are Stroke play with the low handicap play-

er going back to scratch and the other player’s 

handicap adjusted accordingly. 
 

The Club will continue to hold the nine hole competition on Friday, entries in the 

Pro Shop.  
 

Plans at this stage is to complete the Club Championships in September.  We aim 

to play round two on the 19th of September, which is a Medal day, with round 

three on the 26th.  This depends on when the AFL decide to hold the Grand Final.  
 

The Committee of Management have amended the by-laws relating to the use of 

motorised golf carts on the course. The reference to a blue line has been deleted 

and replaced with the following.  'The carts must not be driven any closer than 10 

meters of the green in any direction.'  We have more carts than ever on the 

Course so for the sake of the Course, and everyone’s enjoyment, we must adhere 

to the by-laws. 
  

The East Gippsland Veterans have postponed events scheduled for July and  

August.  We will be notified when scheduled events may resume.  
 

I have been asked about what form Presentations may take when we can restart 

them.  The only change will be that Club vouchers will be credited to an account 

in your name and can be spent in the Pro Shop or the bar.   

Sponsors vouchers and down the line balls will be distributed  

in the same way as they were before Covid stopped Presentations.  

Marty.  

Fred Morecroft Foursomes winners 

Damian Tubb and Ashley Baylis. 
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COURSE MANAGEMENT REPORT  JUNE 2020 

Craig Rimington 

During June the Course staff have undertaken herbicide applications on both Golf and 
Bowls greens for moss and broadleaf weeds control, also herbicide applications have taken 
place on Couch grass surfaces for Onion grass and Poa annua.  We have been utilising the 
recent purchase of a pole saw with dead wooding work, select limb removals and weight 
reduction on select trees around the Course.  These works will be ongoing when time  
permits.  This tool will be a great addition for the Course as it now allows us to maintain many trees that 
until now have been inaccessible unless a scissor lift has been hired. 
Huge thanks to all who supported the fire wood sale, with monies raised we have updated a Chainsaw, 
added a pole saw and funded the purchase of a wood splitter.  
A special thanks also goes out to Rob Barton who has re-built the front end loader bucket, a huge task that 
has been completed perfectly. Thanks Rob.  
Course Management Practices undertaken during June have included: preparations for day to day running 
of all Club events Golf & Bowls; vegetation works; verti-drain Golf greens; irrigation repair, addition; IPM 
spray management programs and general course maintenance practices. 
Greens Greens have been verti-drained this month, treated for moss and received a penetrant wetting 
agent application. 
July will see the 16th green receive works for Couch removal, and additional turf added to increases the 
greens size.  We aim to enlarge this greens surface by around 120m2, adding a Fescue collar. Although 
timing for this works is not ideal we have again been lucky to obtain Bent grass from the Metropolitan Golf 
Club to complete these works. The work will start Monday 6th July, please note a temporary green on the 
fairway will be in play until work is complete.  
Bowling Greens  Both greens are in great condition for June, monitoring for weeds and moss is ongoing 
and spray applications have been taking place as required. 
Tees  Divoting of tees has been on a fortnightly or as needs basis. Poa annua controls have taken place 
on and around tees.  
Fairways  General maintenance has taken place for the month.  Spot treatments for Poa annua have  
taken place.  We have made a head start with installing irrigation lines from the fairway mains to  
supplement next seasons target areas for Couch planting in roughs. 
Bunkers  General bunker maintenance has taken place including; sand/addition leveling on bunker bases. 
Grass and weed controls. 
We aim to install sub surface drainage in the 2nd greenside bunker during July/August. 
Vegetation  General clean-up of fallen branches and limbs in roughs, select pruning will take place 
through June and July.  Thank you to Ewen Logan who has been putting in many hours raking up debris in 
many areas in the roughs. 
Machinery 
Scheduled maintenance is being carried out on all machinery as required, major servicing will take place 
during July. 
Rainfall  
June 2019   34mm (No. rain days 3) 
Year to date 2019  200mm 
June 2020          26mm (No. rain days 4)  
Year to date 2020         351mm 
Temperature 
June average min. 4 degrees    June average max. 17 degrees 
Works Program for July 2020 to include:- 
Preparation for all Club and corporate events Golf and Bowls;  16th green/collar works; tree works/pruning; 
drainage install 2nd greenside bunker; machinery maintenance; irrigation works; installation of new  
irrigation for areas for Spring Couch plantings; IPM Control Program; issues which may arise from  
Committee meeting.  Works program may vary due to weather conditions. 
 Craig Rimington   
            Course Superintendent  
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Here’s to getting back out there with APT Touring! 
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SUNDAY GOLF- JUNE 2020 

.. A Little Birdie Told Me 

Sunday golf in June continued with the Covid restrictions so I feel I can speak for most  

Sunday golfers when I say that we are missing the post golf Clubhouse camaraderie.   

It makes for a short and to the point report. 
 

Sunday 7th June was a 4bbb with 72 entrants.  

Winners Mark Churches and Andrew Quaintmere came in with 

48 points and runners up were Val Dent and James Anson  

(a visitor from Eastwood Golf Club) losing on a countback, also  

with 48 points.  A highlight was a Hole in One on the 4th by Val 

Dent.  Congratulations Val.  
 

June 14th was a Par round. After a little early rain it was a pleasant  

winters day which attracted 82 entrants.  

Male winner was Damian Tubb (7) on +1 with runner up John 

McAuley (17) square with the card.  

Female winner was Val Dent (34) with a great score of +3 and  

runner up was Ros Pearce(19) on +1. 
 

Sunday 21st, 78 players for a Stableford game. Ruth Engel (39)coming in with a great  

38 and  Denise Lessels (24) with 37 points. These great scores were matched by the men,  

winner Andrew Quaintmere (34)with 38 points and Malcolm Abbott (5) with 37 points. 
 

Sunday 28th June, a fine sunny day attracted 77 players playing  

stableford. 

The men were led by Simon Biszko (12) with a fantastic 40 points.  

Runner up was Jack Hamilton (22) close behind with 39  points. 

Ladies winner was Janine Newell (22) with 37points on a count back 

from Anita Rassini (30) also with 37.  In these times of Covid,  getting 

photos of the winners is challenging so Janine and Ros did the next 

best thing....A selfie of Janine being presented with her winners 

voucher.  No correspondence will be entered into,  but you are  

welcome to have a laugh at our expense! 
 

Sunday golf must bring out the best in some.  

Val Dent had her hole- in- one on the 4th on June 

7th and on June 28, not one but two Eagles.   

John Gannon (left) (12) on the 14th hole and John 

Fitzclarence (16) on the 18th.   

Congratulations to you all.   

We hope you continue to enjoy your Sunday golf 

and look forward to sitting round the roaring fire 

before too long. 
 

Val was presented with her 

'Hole-In-One' trophy by Sunday 

Committee rep. Deb Brebner. 
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LADIES’ GOLF JUNE 2020 

Lady President Jenny Ellis 

I hope all are well and keeping warm on these crisp golfing days, obviously the 

weather has not been a deterrent as the fields have been great. Many thanks to 

all working behind the scene for the smooth sailing of the fields.  
 

I cannot believe the past month has been and gone and that dreaded Covid is 

still rearing its ugly head, but the MOZZIES have bit the dust for a while.  

Thanks Craig and your guys for spraying. 
 

A huge thank you to Jeff, Steve, David, Craig and all your hidden helping gems for keeping 

our wonderful Club purring along.   

Very noticeable to me, the cleared undergrowth along the fairways and the progressive 

changes to the Clubs rooms which are continuously making headway with efficient counter 

space, coffee machine and jars filled with yummy home baked cookies.  All this and more 

including a welcoming smile from a new face, Wendy.  

Please help fill divots! They may not be yours but some frustrated golfer that has dug the 

hole to China. They were very noticeable while I was playing last Sunday. 
 

Many thanks to outgoing Lena and Wayne. I will miss my good-hearted banter with Lena 

and the brilliant technically correct golfing tips from Wayne. If only I could consistently  

apply them to my game. I have played and have been impressed with many of our new  

golfers that Wayne has nurtured along the way. Their introduction to the game will make 

their progress so much easier because of his advice, as their smooth technique approach 

shots onto the green and their feel improves will be a testament to his teaching.  
  

Liz and Rob you must be very pleased with the visual warmth from the flourishing Nandina 

foliage display in front of the club house.  Wow, this is what you envisaged when you  

planted them a couple of seasons ago.  I cannot wait to see when Maree and Graeme’s roses 

bloom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I have heard on the 'grape vine' that a very lovable member took a nasty fall, please take 

care.  On a sadder note, sincere heartfelt thoughts and prayers to Monica from all your  

golfing family. 

Till next month. 

Jenny. 
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THURSDAY GOLF  JUNE 2020 

Chris Savige 

Well what a busy month it has been and great to be out in this  

glorious winter weather we have been experiencing on a golf course that is 

absolutely “mickey mouse”. 

Fields has been excellent, we have averaged 115 during the month.  

Can't say the golf has been brilliant but the rest has. 
 

June 4th saw Nigel Drowley continue his club champ form to win A Grade with 39 points.  

In B Grade that "old stager" Ken Smith saluted with 40 points. (I think he qualifies as old otherwise it is just 

"stager"). Doc Formby surgically removed C Grade with the score of the day and 41 points.  

At the funnay end of the field, John Brown has the forgettable round of 16. He had company though, Craig 

Hadfield’s monthly medal is a distant memory as he racked up 19 whilst Chris Tilley, fresh from another 

fire season also managed 19 points. 
 

June 11th was our Medal Day and the medal was won by Peter Lacey with a fine 67 nett.  

A Grade winner was Feather Hathaway with 70 and B Grade saw the 'sprinkler' Merv 

East win with 69. Bottom of the heap was a man clearly in the horrors, missing his foot-

ball and playing with as much colour as his football team – Jim Adams had 89 nett.  

He was in the foetal position for only a couple of days before having an NSR some-

where else. He had some company and some familiar names appeared near the bottom 

of a stroke round – Ron Healey is a perennial +83 nett golfer in stroke rounds. Arthur 

Wilmot, Robbie Van Whalen, Bob Beard (another in the horrors) and BOC. Beardy told 

me he was giving it away when he got to 36…..wont be long. BOC had an exciting 

month, donating his clubs to a total stranger and then seeking a stand in set from Wayne. 

Wayne gave him some ladies clubs and it turns out that the score he shot with the ladies 

clubs was his best score for the month. 
 

June 18th and Paul Prendergast won A Grade with 38 points. Les Barnett won B Grade whilst the ever silent 

Jim Cugley had the score of the day with 40 points. Bottom of the heap this week was….yep, Bob Beard 

with 23. He pipped Joe Weiland, who we haven’t heard for a while with 24 and our Chairman, also in the 

foetal position with 24 points.  
 

June 25 saw a magnificent June day and Graham Martine saluted with the score of the day and 42 points in 

C Grade. A Grade winner was G. Piera with 39. What a relief the clubhouse was closed, we missed another 

of GP’s smarmy speeches. B Grade, the “old stager” did it again, in a rare vien of form Ken Smith saluted 

with 39 points. Down south, Barry Sharp and John Brown found the conditions tough with 19 points. They 

pipped Chairman Rickson  who had another forgettable day. The unlucky golfer of the day was Lyle Elliott, 

if he had not have had five double bogeys, he would have won. Seems we may have to start calling Lyle – 

“Iffy”. 
 

Finally, Thursday Golf would like to acknowledge the contribution of Wayne and Lena in the  

pro-shop. Wayne has always been of great assistance to us on Thursdays as he was always in at the end of 

the day helping get the stuff ready for timely presentations, his on-going sponsorship of the second shot on 

the fifth hole for us and his inimitable style during the fine session.  

Wayne and Lena manned the pro-shop almost dawn to dusk 364 days of the year and provided us members 

with range balls, lessons, equipment repairs (always in a timely manner), sponsored numerous events and 

supplying a range of golfing gear.  

Wayne was also involved with the Pro-am up and during probably it’s most successful era, ran a quality 

junior program and assisted with the successful running of the Corporate Cup.  

You will both be missed and we wish you well in whatever the future brings. 

Chris. 

Jeff Hathaway. 
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Ian Wigg Memorial Stroke Trophy. 

Front 9 Stableford Sponsored By Arthur Wilmot. 

18 Holes Stableford Rob Maitland Memorial. 

THURSDAY ANNUAL COMPETITIONS. 

Westpac Back 9 Stableford. 

Hi All. 
A further 3 rounds of stableford and one round of stroke have been played 
since the last report and it this stage most of the competitions are close.  

Points are awarded from 15 down to 1 on countback on each Thursday 
round of Stableford competition from February to November and in the case 
of the Ian Wigg, Thursday stroke/medal rounds from February to December. 
The players amassing the most points win the trophy and a voucher.   
Listings of the top 40 in these comps will be back on the Thursday Notice 
Board when it is again available.  

Jack Holbrook did not manage a score this month but still retains the lead 
with 53 points, Paul Prendergast is the mover picking up 16 points to take 
him into second place on 42. Ken Smith and Ken Boyd moved to third on 39 
followed by Chris Savige who added 14 to take him to 38. Frank Brown-
Graham stays on 34 and is joined on this score by Jeff Hathaway. 

The front nine has seen a big change Jeff Hathaway with 15 points for the 
month has come out of the pack and with 42 points leads from another mover 
in Peter Convey on 35, last months’ leaders Warren Smith 31 and David 
Formby 30 failed to add to their score and Mike Davidson moved into the  
picture on 29. 

Paul Prendergast amassed 17 points for the month to take him to 50 points 
and the lead from Nigel Drowley who failed to add any points this month and 
remains in second with 48, Jack Holbrook 47 could not maintain his form and 
drops back one place to third. Ken Smith has scored steadily and with 12 
points moves into fourth place on 45 and Gordon Gibson 37 is fifth.   

Not a lot of movement in scores for this trophy.  Geoff Cooper stays on 24 to 
hold the lead, Peter Lacey June Medal winner picks up the 15 points and 
joins Donald Broomfield and Warren Scott on this score to share second 
place.  
Peter Baldwin now shares third place with Graeme Piera on 14 with Marty 
Farrelly, Mike Davidson and Peter Mauger each on 13. 

Ron Healey Thursday Golf 
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HISTORY  

Ron Healey - Historian 

EXCERPTS FROM MINUTE BOOK COMPRISING 349 PAGES  

DATING FROM 6TH MARCH, 1947 TO 12TH SEPTEMBER 1957. 

At the Committee Meeting held at the Club House March 13, 1956 sub-committees were 

formed and arrangements made for the Easter Tournament over Saturday to Monday, a letter 

was received from Spalding Bros. offering a visit at no cost to the Club from professional Len Woodward 

on Thursday May 10th, it was moved that the offer be accepted and date confirmed. The Meeting on April 

3rd 1956 saw plans for alterations and additions to the Club House discussed in relation to the Liquor  

Licence, the Treasurer said that further stress would be placed on the Club to raise funds.  He said that  

currently club’s financials showed a deficit of 976 pounds.  He said the Peter Thomson visit financially was 

disappointing only showing a profit of 8 pounds.  The Treasurer also referred to the laxity with green fees, 

it was moved that a new larger sign be produced and displayed conspicuously. A new metal box to contain 

cards and money envelopes was to be installed. 

The next meeting was May 1st, 1956 and complaints had been made as to the tidiness of the Buggy Room, 

the House Committee was instructed to take the necessary steps and act as they saw fit in order to curb the 

general untidiness.  The financial deficit was reduced to 863 pounds, reminders were sent out regarding late 

payment of subscriptions.   

Much discussion was held on the problem of slow play on Saturdays and the players not strictly adhering to 

the time sheet.  Any group not ready to hit off at their allocated time would be moved to the end of the field 

(the whole group “No argument”). A membership induction was held at this meeting with 23 new Members 

and 15 new Associates joining the Club.   

A note in the Minutes of June 5th 1956, related to discussions on the effects of the Stableford scoring  

system and that consideration be given to players in Stableford events with handicaps 24 and over being 

allowed to play. A letter was to be written to the VGA re the Stableford discussions.  I did a little research 

to see if I could find anything about changes to Stableford format in 1956 without success, however I came 

across this review on the book Stableford - A life in Golf, Medicine and War by Robert Edwards written in 

2017. 

Review by Jim Davis 
Having read this thoroughly researched book on the life of Dr. Frank B.G. Stableford, I can think of no better candidate 
for the many qualities that have made the men, and women, of Great Britain so beloved for their strength of character 
and the “stiff upper lip.”  Stableford is, of course, he whose name is associated with a scoring system said to be the 
friend of club golfers and hackers everywhere. Simple in concept – points for bogey, par, birdie…etc., with the addition 
of a fraction of one’s handicap added to the total – the system enables the high handicapper to battle deep into a 
match without fear of early disasters removing him prematurely from the field. Stableford and Modified Stableford  
systems are now commonly employed for any variety of competitions. 
Curiously, says Edwards, Stableford, though his surname is enshrined in the Rules of Golf (Rule 32b), has yet to be 
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame.  The famous scoring system was first tried at Glamorganshire Golf Club in 
1898, but met with little success. Stableford did not return to it until 1932 at the Wallasey Golf Club. Giving the system 
a little tweak, it worked well enough to enjoy welcome results, good press, and a steady growth until it has become a 
staple of golf club competitions everywhere. 
A new starting procedure was introduced and the match committee were to proceed with the printing of 

new time sheets.  The question was raised as to the out of bounds on the 4th hole, new netting was to be 

supplied for this fence and New Club rules were introduced relating to the hitting of fences.  (For those 

members who are not aware, the Golf Course was inside and around the Bairnsdale Racecourse which was 

located on the site of the present Bairnsdale Secondary College).   

Rule 5 Section d. amended to read “a ball lying within 3 club lengths of boundary fence and between  

marker posts defining fairway may be lifted and placed”.  A ball striking the running rail fence may be  

replayed when playing the 4th and 17th holes. 

The treasurer at the next meeting 3rd July 1956 reported that subscription payments had reduced the  

overdraft to 207 pounds.  A letter was to be written to the Racecourse committee relating to the damage to 

the course by racehorses.  At the next meeting a letter was received from the Racecourse Committee  

advising that they would take action to prevent the track from being used for training purposes. 

Ron Healey  Historian 
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HISTORY PHOTOS .. Ron Healey 

Last month’s photos were not that difficult to identify.  For those who did not know who they were, top from left  
Merv East, (can’t see the club but would have to be his 1 wood), Peter Davidson and Andrew (Roo) Guy.   

The lefty is Murray Frew, next Barry (Boofa) Baines and Geoff Downie.  

My contact is:  rajh1236@aussiebb.com.au  or  0414535379 - Ron Healey 

This month there are three more photos from the 1999 Pro-Am, one very interesting one of a barman quite a long time 
ago.  When the boys were tearing things to bits and rebuilding at the Club House over the last couple of months some 

photos were found, this one is, I believe, a group of ladies at the 2005 Christmas party. 

mailto:rajh1236@aussiebb.com.au
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OFF THE TEE:      

Lyn Johnston and partner Helen Dennison. 

Wednesday 17th. was a good day for golf with 90 ladies taking to 

the Course for a 4BBB Par event.  Congratulations to the winners, 

Robyn Hooper and Fran Mantell, with a very good score of 8. 

Jean Johnstone with partner Jenny Crane. 

Jan Sing and Jenny Brown. Robyn Hooper. Ruth Engel. 

Sue Wood nicely out of the bunker at the 10th. The ladies keeping their distance at the 16th. 
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OFF THE TEE:      
Sunday 28th. was a Stableford event with 77 players on the 

Course.  The winner of the day, with a very nice 40 points, was 

Simon Biszko.  Ladies' winner was Janine Newell with 37 points. 

Judy Elliott. Jenny Gibbs at 14th. Sue Newstead at 9th.  

Mick Elliott playing onto the 9th. Damian Tubb hitting at the 15th. 

Sue Gannon at the 9th.  

Robyn Hooper and Peter Mantell. 

Stand proud you noble swingers of clubs  and  
losers of balls. 

A study found the average golfer walks  about  
900 miles a year. 

Another study found golfers drink,  on average,  
22 gallons of alcohol a year.  

That means, on average,   golfers get about 41 miles  
to the gallon.  Kind of makes you proud. 

Almost feel like a hybrid.  
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Clubhouse: 5156 6252   
Pro Shop:    5156 6847 
Email:  
club@bairnsdalegolf.com.au 
Website:  
www.bairnsdalegolf.com.au 

BAIRNSDALE GOLF CLUB INC. 
1090 Paynesville Road,  
Eagle Point.  3878 
P.O. Box 485, Bairnsdale.  3875 
A.B.N. 58 801938 139 

 Welcome to our Newsletter—‘The Eagle’. 
Every effort is made to produce the Newsletter on the first Friday of each month.  Any contributions 

and reports would be very gratefully received NO LATER than the Wednesday prior.   

Please send me an email at:  eric.yeates@bigpond.com       Bev Yeates 

 

Last month Wally was on the back page. 

Don't forget, if you would like any notices in your newsletter, send them to me at  

eric.yeates@bigpond.com   

FOR SALE:   

Filing Cabinet $30.00  Table $40.00  Chairs (6) $25.00 each. 

Contact Beryl 0419215372 

Club In A Tree..  
the ‘Worst Case Scenario Survival Handbook’ may have come in handy?  

 
1.  Attempt to shake the tree. Depending on the size of the tree and the thickness 
of its trunk, you may be able to dislodge the club by gently shaking the tree. Take 

care to avoid being hit by the club when it falls.  
 

2.  Try to dislodge the club by using a ball retriever, flagstick, or another club. 
Someone in your group may have a telescoping ball retriever, or, if you are near 

the green, grab the flagstick.  
Use the implement to reach the club or shake the branch where it is lodged.  

 

3. Create a longer poker. Secure the flagstick to a golf club or to a telescoping ball 
retriever using athletic tape, shoelaces, or bandages. Tie the grip of the club to the 
base of the flagstick. Hold the head of the club and use the flag end of the stick to 

knock the club loose.  
 

4. Climb the tree. Use this method only if you cannot dislodge the club with the 
above methods, the tree is easily climbable, and the club is not too high.  

Carry another club in your belt to help you reach the stuck club or the branch that it 
is resting on, or have another player hand up a club when you are in position.  

 

Be Aware  
- Tossing other clubs into the tree in an attempt to dislodge the lost club may result 

in multiple stuck clubs or damage to the clubs.  
- Do not throw sticks and stones at the errant club. They are not very effective and 

may hit you or members of your group. 
 

No suggestion of playing the ball where it lay?  
Perhaps we could buy a monkey and train it?  

mailto:club@bairnsdalegolf.com.au
http://www.bairnsdalegolfclub.com.au
mailto:eric.yeates@bigpond.com

